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Acquisition of Three Hole Punch Triples Intern’s Productivity
By Picov Andropov
WHEELING, IL – Bernardo Johnson,
intern of Midland Paper, was honored
today for the Intern of the Year
Award. Johnson, a 39-year-old graduate of the University of North Dakota,
has been working for Midland for 14
years. This is the first award for
Bernardo, as his recent purchase of a
Swingline 3-Hole punch has allowed
for the company’s stock status reports
to be processed three times faster.
An over joyous Johnson told
The Flipside, “Maybe they’ll finally
hire me. I haven’t paid my taxes since
Reagan was in office. This is the best
The frustrated Bernardo Johnson, with his 1-hole punc (inset). A zoomed in photograph of
$10.70 I’ve ever spent!” Johnson’s
Bernardo in action. (AP PHOTO)
single hole puncher will be donated
he used to tear up papers, one by one,
low in the footsteps of our dear
to charity.
with only his bare hands and a lot of
Bernado, and it is most likely that
“I was inspired by my great
motivation. I used to be like him too,
someone more qualified, and with
godfather, Roland Wernoff, who
doing punches one at a time. But that
more 3-hole punching experience, is
invented the automatic paper shredit to be no more.”
likely to replace him.
der. Back in the 1920s in the height
Many other interns hope to folPresident of Midland, Theodore
of identity fraud in the United States,

Baltimore Ravens Choose Wrong
Game to Wear Throwback Jerseys
By Izzie Olonono

District 113 Athletic
Teams Demonstrate
Unparalleled Positive
Attitudes

CLEVELAND, OH - In
what turned into be a
catastrophic event of
confusion, the Baltimore
Ravens chose the wrong
game to wear their
Browns throwback jerseys.
Last Sunday, the
Ravens chose to go "old
school" by bringing
back the jersey from the
and I couldn't tell left from right or
team's prior location in Cleveland
Brown from Raven. I think my team
with their prior mascot of the
won, but in these condiBrowns.
‘To me it just tions, you can never be
"I think was this just a
looked like
sure."
miscommunication," said
"To me it just
Browns
verus
Baltimore Ravens Fashion
looked
like
Browns verBrowns, so it
Coordinator Joe Yulai. "We
sus Browns, so it was
wanted to go vintage because was like double
like double the fun,"
vintage is in, and we forgot to
the fun’
said Browns head coach
think about how we were the
Romeo Crennel. "All I
same mascot and colors as our
know is that it wasn't our fault."
opposition. Oops!"
The Baltimore Ravens have
Cleveland Browns fans
apologized, and promised the league
expressed their displeasure with the
that if they ever wanted to go vintage
goof-up. "I was just watching the
again, it would be against another
game on my plain old HDTV it was
team.
just on big mass of brown and orange

HIGHLAND PARK, IL-- After many
years of grueling practices and hard
work, the athletic teams from District
113 demonstrated great sportsmanship
this past week.
After a great
season, girls tennis
won and lost with
winning attitudes.
Boys football always
went at it as hard as they could go. “We
just lay it all out on the line, win or
lose,” said star player Greg Smith. “We
are a team.”
Similar sentiments are echoed by
the wrestling and basketball teams.
“From the way these boys have been
practicing, we know that they are learning lessons beyond sports.”
At Highland Park, the gymnastics
team has said that it is great to see the
usual rivals working together with great
work ethic.
Volleyball and baseball coaches
say that they look forward to seasons of
fabulous sportsmanship as well. It has
been and will continue to be a season of
winning attitudes in District 113.

C. X. P. D. Midland, told us that he
no longer intends to keep Bernardo.
“Uh, yeah, we just don’t need his, uh,
services anymore at corporate. Now
that we have that 3-hole puncher, we
may consider sending him to one of
our distribution centers in Normal,
IL.”
The ‘ I used to be like
company
him too, doing
does not
punches one at a
plan to
time. But that it
inform
Johnson of to be no more.’
his termination. Rather, they believe he’ll get
the hint when they take away his gold
paper clip trophy, which he received
late last night.
Perhaps Bernardo, and Midland,
could have used a Staples Easy
Button a long time ago, but even that
could not have stimulated productivity like the purchase of the 3-Hole
punch.

Student Cannot Believe it
is Only 2:47

Student Cannot Believe it
is Still 2:47

Turkey Bowl Not As Good
As Other Bowls

“Is it winter break yet?”
Many a DHS student and faculty member on the date. And the answer is no,

NUMBERS

PICTURE THIS

The number of millions of dollars
that the Deerfield High School student council expects to raise this
year. After a big year last year and
the year before, hopes are higher than ever as the
Council is sure that they will pass the million dollar
mark.

2.3
FACT

Average temperatures have climbed 1.4 degrees
Fahrenheit (0.8 degree Celsius) around the world
since 1880, much of this in recent decades, according to NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies.

LIE
You are the richest person in the world.

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter.
The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside tshirt! (first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)
that means, that if there is any of the first
Since there has been doubt that people
letter, replace it with the second letter
actually win t-shirts I will list past winners who can confirm this:
"O XQGE HU YORM XFM XSVXF. O XQGE FMS O YZB BMMOPA Z DBUNFOZXSOBX. LAST WEEK: Kateline Burke
PREVIOUS: Evan Cohen, Liza Cohen,
Steven Cohen, Greg Ewing, Jenny
Ellenby, Jeremy Krifka, Lynn Millspaugh,
XFMP BFM XQGE HM XFM XSVXF: XFZX BFM YZB BMMOPA Z DBUNFOZXSOBX,
Morgan Sanden, Garrett Schwarzman,
Eric Silcroft, Aaron Zemach (If you have
won and I forgot you, email me and you
XYQ DGVHLMSB, ZPE Z LZSXMPEMS." - SQEPMU EZPAMSROMGE
will be in next week’s)

WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT!

HINT: E = D

last week:"IT'S AMAZING THAT THE AMOUNT OF NEWS THAT HAPPENS IN THE WORLD EVERY DAY ALWAYS JUST EXACTLY FITS THE NEWSPAPER." - JERRY SEINFELD

SUDOKU Level: Just right

JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these
four ordinary jumbles, and use the
letters in the circles to answer the
final question.

HEOCK

TOLUC

DRAFFO
why everyone thought
the dog was a long
shot to win

A:

NIEFER

HE WAS

last week: CRACK LOOPY SHRUGS EXPORT
how the electron gained control HE TOOK CHARGE

